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General Information:General Information:

   Modular plate carrier with large protective surface against long gun fireModular plate carrier with large protective surface against long gun fire

   Can be put on very quickly in special threat situationsCan be put on very quickly in special threat situations

   Very good ergonomics. Can be worn for several hours without any problemsVery good ergonomics. Can be worn for several hours without any problems

   Shaping and connection of the throat guard optimized for long gun impactShaping and connection of the throat guard optimized for long gun impact

   Partially fluffed Molle laser cut material and Kabl guide loops in the shoulder areaPartially fluffed Molle laser cut material and Kabl guide loops in the shoulder area

   Innovative M-LOCK side closures for easy and quick size adjustment (BOA) and handlingInnovative M-LOCK side closures for easy and quick size adjustment (BOA) and handling

   Individually positionable padding set for front, and back areaIndividually positionable padding set for front, and back area

Protective Surface:Protective Surface:

   Protection in the front area via four plates from the throat to the upper leg areaProtection in the front area via four plates from the throat to the upper leg area

   Gapless protective surface at the transition between the front andGapless protective surface at the transition between the front and
 lower abdominal plate due to the use of an abdominal plate lower abdominal plate due to the use of an abdominal plate

   Total ballistic protection over seven panels, four in the front, Total ballistic protection over seven panels, four in the front, 
 two on the sides and one in the back two on the sides and one in the back

   Plate sizes: SAPI L in front and back, 15x20 cm in sides, Plate sizes: SAPI L in front and back, 15x20 cm in sides, 
 31x25 cm in the abdomen, 18x14 cm in the throat and 26x12 cm 31x25 cm in the abdomen, 18x14 cm in the throat and 26x12 cm
 in the Abdomen area in the Abdomen area

*Other colours, protection classes and special solutions on request

Diamond shape-Throat protection Cable routing on the shoulders Innovative BOA-fastener Extended protective surface
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EXTENDED PLATE CARRIEREXTENDED PLATE CARRIER

Technical Data:Technical Data:

  Total weight: approx 5,5 kg
  Size: one size
  Colours*: black, stone grey olive, canteen, navi blue, sand 
  Available protection classes*:

VPAM6 (7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s), VPAM6 (7.62x39 AK47 MSC 720m/s), 
VPAM9 (7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s)VPAM9 (7.62x51 AP P80 820m/s)


